Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by
residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft
Noise Reporting Website. This document provides data broken out by
reports generated inside San Juan County and outside.
With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been
bombarded. The number of noise reports in 2021 exceeds the number
reported in 2020 by 50%. As for the first two months of the year,
Jan/Feb 2022 reports are 44% higher than those reported in 2021.

FORKS: What is that sound, my guest yelled as she flung open the
door. Sounding like a massive grader coming down my driveway or
shredding my metal shed, a Low flying Growler! The sound echoed
down the river canyon. Bombs soon?
STANWOOD. Jan 12 . Just arrived at Assisted Living Center, getting
out of our car and WHAM: Growler ROARING over us. Deafening.
Earsplitting. How does the Navy get away with this abuse in a
populated area?
PORT TOWNSEND: The night sky and the soundscape is completely
devastated by US Navy growlers flying out of Oak Harbor over the
Port Townsend discovery Bay area it is absolutely awful
LOPEZ ISLAND Post Office, Jan 6, 2022, 3pm: Screaming Growlers
overhead. Hearing the the Navy War Zone training since 11:36 this
morning. Came north to escape the noise - It;s even worse on the N.
end of Lopez Island. Insanity !!!!
COUPEVILLE: Just when I think the noise can't get any worse, a jet
flies low and slow right over my home in town, Coupeville. I literally
thought it was going to crash the noise was so severe. Simply
abhorrent! Wednesday, Feb. 9, 3:09pm.

All comments begin on page 11.

Jet Noise Report
January – February
2022
IT’S COME TO THIS...
“Here, despite a gargantuan administrative record, covering nearly
200,000 pages of studies, reports, comments, and the like, the Navy
selected methods of evaluating the data that supported its goal of
increasing Growler operations. The Navy did this at the expense of
the public and the environment, turning a blind eye to data that
would not support this intended result. Or, to borrow the words of
noted sports analyst Vin Scully, the Navy appears to have used certain
statistics ‘much like a drunk uses a lamppost: for support, not
illumination.’”
December 11, 2021, Federal Magistrate J. Richard Creatura released his Report And
Recommendation to the court in State of Washington, et al., v. United States Department of
the Navy, et al., Case No. 2:19-cv-01059-RAJ-JRC, declaring that the Navy’s 2019 decision
authorizing the expansion of EA-18G “Growler” at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island (NASWI)
violated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

“Regardless of whether or not you support the Navy’s mission or its
expanding presence in our public lands, waters, communities, and in
the airspace above us, it’s good to take a rational look at how we
came to have an electronic warfare range for the loudest jets on the
planet over the quietest national park in the Lower 48.” Read this
report: https://rainshadownorthwest.com/2021/11/01/the-loudest-jetsin-the-quietest-park/

Report excessive jet noise:
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site

INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports by Day
Noise by Time of Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

Listen to
the jet noise that we
hear in our region:
https://sounddefensea
lliance.org/growlervideos-audio/
The Navy dismisses
noise data:
https://www.seattleti
mes.com/opinion/nav
y-should-use-our-dataon-growler-noise-notdismiss-it/

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the
County Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and
comments. Data reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use
this noise reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the
wider region. This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies
QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Jet Noise Reports - All Locations
2015 - 2021
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, 2021
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Jet Noise Reports, Comparing
January
2020, 2021, 2022

Jet Noise Reports, Comparing
February
2020, 2021, 2022
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The Totals above include several reports wherein the location was not recorded:
6 reports in January 2020, and 7 reports in February 2020.
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Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
Outside San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports by Type of Noise
Inside San Juan County
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The Totals in the charts above include several reports wherein the type of noise
was not recorded: 3 reports in January, and 3 reports in February.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day Jan-Feb
2022
Outside San Juan County

Jet Noise Reports by Day Jan-Feb
2022
Inside San Juan County
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month, location and day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly
underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports
By Time of Day
Inside San Juan County
Jan-Feb 2022
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not include a
specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance, or Not Available.
Note the variation in noise experienced by month, location and by time of day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly
underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Referred to as the “dot map”, this picture of
the Aircraft Noise Reporting Map offers a
view of noise reports in the region, for the
period of August 2019-February 2022.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the colored dots, which
signify the locations of noise reports, visually
minimizes the actual number of reports since
the dots overlay other dots, often hundreds
of them.
This map represents 22,670 reports since
August, 2019.
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Comments Submitted with January and February 2022 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running
inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time
is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage.
Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives.
Some
not include
comments.
"100+
dBreports
directlydo
(100-200’)
over
our house
Too bad the new year is being disrupted. A closer look needs to be made
concerning movement of the growlers to aa area without so much
population.
Forks: Yet another overhead assault! Cannot escape the noise in any room
of my house or garage. Dogs are barking, my blood pressure is steadily rising
(truly, on my monitor) and no chance to relax. Sounds of war belong far
from our towns.
extremely loud growler flights overhead
5:16pm. S. Lopez. Screaming jet low over Mud Bay. Right now. This has
been going on all day. Impossible to concentrate on my work. Shame on
Murray, Cantwell, Larsen for their silence on this abuse. Leaders? No.
Cowards? Yes.
Loud jets now on the south whidbey. We moved to Whidbey and avoided
the north because of the naval base. Now the jet flight pattern impacts
south Whidbey at Freeland! Very loud even in the winter with the windows
closed. Has continued for hours

Flying SSE toward N, in arc going S over our house.,apparently for landing at
home base. Altitude near 400’. Landing gear down. dB 100 +/- 10. We need
to start FOI re altitude.. Sound Defense?? listening?
S Lopez,12 Jan 2022, Wed: Day 3 of horrific noise. Started with 84.7 decibels
at 9am. Noise reached 95 dec at 11:55am. Started again at 5pm (90+ dec)
Finally a break at 7:10pm. This is a nightmare. . . .
The roar of the Growlers today was bad. With the Outrageous invasion of
Ukraine by Russia, I’m note we appreciate those who defend us here at
home. Our goal is to see Growler training moved to a different location that
does less harm to citizens.
Since late this afternoon until now ,8:15pm Coupeville, there's constant
wooshing, low rumbles and horrible noise coming from the OLF.
Occasionally one will fly over or near town. Horrible, NON STOP NOISE!!
I'm working from home (on Decatur Island) and the noise was so loud I
couldn't hear my client on the telehealth call. Also, I'm a veteran and it's
unsettling to have these low flying military jets over my home.
SE Lopez, 8 FEB 2022, Tue: 6:43pm75.8 decibels inside, followed at 8:43 by
a huge vibration of 85 + decibels inside.
It sounds like the growler is just above my home. And indicate there is
something going on in the world. Like today with North Korea shooting
missiles off the coast of South Korea. These scare me that something is
going to go very wrong in the world.
Super Low flying growler aircraft with gear down and very LOUD!
Aircraft flew in easterly direction over north end of Lopez Island at 12:59
pm. Painfully loud - 100+ db on the ground. Aircraft not visible due to
cloud cover. It sounded as if the pilot hit the afterburners - the plane
accelerated very rapidly.
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Get your damn Growler Jets OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE YOU JERKS!!
Jet was so low I could SEE ITS RUNNING LIGHTS
LOUD GROWLER banking over N Lopez. It’s been a noisy 2 days!
74db Nice way to start the day. Head east at the lakes. 10-4.

Are uncaring corporate military destroying our atmosphere with noise and
poison
Go away! I don't care if your wives like it here better than El Centro. Time to
move!

80db Stupid jets.

The holiday break from daily sounds of warfare was So Welcome... Over
now. Sinister shaking thunder off and on all day in Anacortes and just now
afternoon ear piercing metallic roaring screaming EA-18G over my home.
The battery continues.

82db Jet after jet after jet.

Third time's a charm

85db At least 2 jets. maybe three. Anyway it was LOUD.

Noise went on and on. Go away!

71db It never ends. Time to write my congressman.

Trying to do a zoom meeting. Loud jet noise coming through house

72db Short nap today.

Flew off and on yesterday and a very loud flight to start today.

70db Just trying to do a little reading.

Jets have been flying all morning. I am so on edge now. I can’t focus, I can’t
teach home schooling. It is the constant rumble through my house that is
driving me crazy.

70db And it's still rumbling.

Rumble, rumble, rumble. All day long. This can't be legal.
84db This can't be allowable.
78db Didn't even finish the last one when this one came by.

Extremely loud flyover. 3rd time today ! The navy has no regard for civilians
living near Whidbey.

74db Is the navy going to pay for my therapy?

Very loud and disrespectful flyover of port Townsend.

77db Just trying to have dinner.

They are really tearing up the sky this morning with over a dozen flights
rattling the nerves of everyone below

79db No wonder the pair of swans left.
Excessively loud , multiple lllaunchings very disruptive
78db One jet. I could see its little red flashing light.
Constant Growler jets overhead this morning. Very loud and disruptive!
83db Saw two jets that time. Hit the thrusters at the mountains. Roger.
They have made this lake uninhabitable.

I can hear them over my wife's hair dryer. Way too loud for residential
area.

WTF this is abuse. Get those damn jets out of here
Same jet, very low, can hear turbines

This is ridiculous! Th navy has decided to fly every 15 minutes and destroy
our ability to have a coherent thought without disruptive noise

Disturbed and angered as we begin another year of terrorizing jet noise
from our oh so friendly Navy.
Anothe otherwise wonderful DAY Off from work in Anacortes
marred/ruined by metallic thundering shaking the skies from military
Warcraft- CONSTANT. Awful.
Terrorizing the citizens of Coupeville again.
Vibration today is shaking the house!
Low flight south Lopez
S Lopez, 5 Jan 2022, 2:05pm - 4:34pm: 2.5 hours of screaming growlers
overhead - 61.6 - 81.3 decibels. House rattling. Still roaring at 4:34pm.
Snowing now. Will they ever stop!
Over winter holiday I remembered how wonderfully quiet and peaceful
Coupeville once was before the Growlers destroyed it. They're flying again,
and the noise is just as horrible as it was before the snow.
Flyover.
Loudest I have heard. Had to cover my ears.
Also at 11:30. Flying right over Lopez.
Listening to a work training video in my living room - overflight so loud I
cannot hear the video. I am not hard of hearing.
Ongoing horrible roaring much of the morning and into the afternoon.
Creates a feeling of dread and inescapable stress, these are horrible
sensations.
Go away.
Forks - All day circling overhead and leaving for twenty minutes only to
return. War games especially loud throughout afternoon

It is not unreasonable to want to sit and read a difficult book without being
interrupted every three to ten minutes by military scum drilling overhead all
hours, day or night, only varying the intensity and volume, never the
disruption or trauma.
Yet another ear shattering overflight
Multiple noisy flights today disturbing the peace. Way too loud for
residential neighborhood.
Plenty cheap fuel?
extremely loud flights overhead
you destroyed my life and you continue to steal everything from me. there
is just noise and warmonger cheerleaders all the time
I assume people in the military don't do things like read or think, they only
maim and kill and gloat over the pain they cause for a paycheck.
i want to live without having to suppress screams when the planes come
and without flinching at any sound that might means the planes are coming.
I want to live without planes. they are the enemy of all life, or anything
worthy of the word 'life'
"how many thousands of times will the military route their torture devices
directly over my head this month, this year?
how many thousands of dollars will rick larson be paid this month, this year
while saying he is proud that the torture occurs?"
The military and its supporters have zero regard for human beings. It's all
just meat to be trampled on. People who say there is a balance to be struck
with such monsters have already allowed them to get their way.
South Lopez
Ver low and loud. South Lopez
Low, loud

Right over our home on Mud bay- LOUD
Again right over home! !
"S Lopez, 6 Jan 2022, 11:36am - 6:50pm: Another excruciating day of
screaming Growlers, HUGE ROARS, RATTLING WINDOWS. Wonder if
Larson/Murray will ever have the courage to face the horror they have
inflicted on our NW WA region?
Startled the old dog.
Much,much too loud
Another one. Let’s stop this intrusion.
How many are you going to going to send over us tonight???
Interrupted tv watching
Multiple low flying growler aircraft
Very loud low flying growler aircraft
I feel hollowed out, like I'm half-dead, every time. The simultaneous
disregard and denial of the trauma caused by the military, year in year out,
hour after hour, minute by minute--by its employees and cheerleaders--is
vicious and inhumane.
Low flying growler aircraft
Please stop!!!!
Low flying growler aircraft
Get your Damn Growler Jets Out OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE!! YOU ARE
DESTROYING OUR PEACE A QUIET!! EVERY TIME YOU ROAR OVERHEAD YOU
LEAVE ME WITH RINGING EARS AND A MIGRAINE HEADACHE. LEAVE LOPEZ
ISLAND ALONE YOU JERKS!!

Lopez Island Post Office, Jan 6, 2022, 3pm: Screaming Growlers overhead.
Hearing the the Navy War Zone training since 11:36 this morning. Came
north to escape the noise - It;s even worse on the N. end of Lopez Island.
Insanity !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Could not hear one another when LOUD JET flew overhead!
Hardly anyone on the roads, quiet with all the snow, out walking but have
to stop the conversation because
A snow day…not much wind. Trying to enjoy the beauty but it’s marred by
Growler noise.
Forks periodic passes high overhead but one very loud vroom like thunder
rumbling up river canyon afterwards. Stopped conversation in my house.
you guys are flying directly over my house. Get the back up north and stay
out of Greenbank. I am out of the area described by many zone maps. I
know you are not going to do anything and really don't care about the rest
of the island.
To very low flights directly over my house. Boosted engines. There is no way
this is possible if not purposefully. It stippled home schooling in its tracks,
rattled things in my house and I am in tears.
Windows are shaking can’t hear as I try and talk on my phone. Extremely
loud and emotionally uncomfortable
Lots of noise disrupting our morning. They need to move this to remote
location.
Growler flights making more noise than we can tolerate. Move this to a
remote location!
Really tearing up the airspace above and near my house today. Deafening
loud torcher from above. God get them a new place to do this training.
Growlers flying all morning. Approximately every 10”. Excruciatingly loud.

Right over the house making unbelievably loud noise. Get those planes out
of Camano Island airspace!!!
God help us. Another ear shattering fly over low and loud above our home.
This has got to stop
4 growlers so far this morning.
So loud and disruptive over flights shattering the peace

Forks: Here it comes again! Thunder? Rumble of heavy equipment? Sky
noise continues as it circles around again. Disrupting conversation inside my
home.
Forks: What is that sound, my guest yelled as she flung open the door.
Sounding like a massive grader coming down my driveway or shredding my
metal shed, a Low flying Growler! The sound echoed down the river canyon.
Bombs soon?

Growlers making hellish amount of noise.

The loudness of these aircraft is near intolerable and has been going on all
day!

Growlers traveling at low altitude, south to north, down the center of
Saratoga Passage. Ear piecing noise.

Tearing up the skies and our eardrums again

95.2 dB on Decibel X Pro

Extreme high-pitched scream, combined with deep chest rattling vibration.
Repeated overflights continue.

So low and loud I couldn't hear folks on my conference call, the windows
shook, and the dogs barked.

the only thing the military defends is their budget increases

Of course the several seconds it takes to get from the car to the apartment
would be punctuated by the sound of hellish war machines twisting the
knife in further. I don't file complaints to the navy directly to deny them
sadistic pleasure.

2 growlers in tandem flying directly over Island Hospital in the afternoon.
Ear piercing- needed to cover my ears to protect hearing in the parking lot.
Not conducive to healing or to health.

Software is not responsive to location Port Townsend WA 98368

Another of the same fly overs at 11:42."

S Lopez, 7 Jan 2022, 10:34am: Overflight - GIANT ROARING! After
yesterday's 6 hours of War Zone activity - is this the beginning of another
we need to wear ear protection all day? The Navy is a menace.

Much too loud!!

Thanks for the noisy flyby. WTF wasn't the deafening Friday assault on the
eardrums enough? Now you need to torture us on the weekend too.
On Saturday, blasting our peace and quiet in Coupeville. Jet headed to the
Olympic peninsula to blow up the quietest park in the nation.
Woken from sleep 11 pm SUNDAY evening by low deep rumbling roar of
about 30 seconds. Ruinous noise in the late night. Navy abuse of civilians.
Anacortes

"Unbearbly loud. Loudest I've experienced here in 23 years.

Afternoon walk, Jan 10, as I try to take a break from work. S. Lopez. There is
no peace outside though, the thundering jet noise from Whidbey is
everywhere. The Navy destroys our environment, our lives.
11:01am Jan 10. S Lopez. On a Zoom call and interrupted by a LOUD jet
overhead.
11:02am. S Lopez. Still on my Zoom call and ANOTHER Loud Growler
overhead interrupts us. I can tell by the Scream and ROAR that it is a
Growler.

11:32am. Still trying to conduct my Zoom call and ANOTHER loud screaming
jet over my home rips into my environment. Not aware that flights over
homes on Mud Bay are on the Flight map. REALLY. WHY ARE YOU FLYING
OVER MY HOME?
11:37am. S Lopez. Jan 10. Horrible morning. This jet is roaring over my
home, and another burst of ROARING, and then ANOTHER burst of roaring.
The sky is being ripped apart.

Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft while walking
Growler noise is keeping us awake. Over 4miles from NAS Whidbey with a
major blocking ridgeline between us but whatever they're doing at the
airfield is reverberating across the island. Ends a day with direct low altitude
over-flights. Frustrating.

11:41am, Jan 10. S Lopez. SCREAMING JET over my home. SCREAMING!!!!!!
ROARING!!!!! As if it is only a few feet above. I am on a Zoom call, cannot
hear anything. The Navy is invading my home. This is not right.

Heard even with appliances running in the house

11:46am. S Lopez January 10. ANOTHER SCREAMING and ROARING jet over
our home. What are we, the landing site? This is ABUSE!!!! ABUSE!!!! The
lying Navy. Why on earth should we trust them?

100+ db

12:04pm, Jan 10. The jet noise continues. Roaring jet noise. I am tired of
this. It affects my thinking.
12:14pm. Jan 14. Lopez. More jet noise. Three huge roars. Bursts of noise
that are like thunder raps. Thank god I am going to town this afternoon and
might be able to get away from this. In other words, I have to leave my
home to gain some sanity.

Flying over commercial areas. Trying to work. Paid for a $10,000 90 day
training and can’t hear the person on zoom.

it is depressing when it happens ten minutes apart and traumatic when it's
only a minute or two. when it's dozens in an hour I can't get to sleep later
that night. too upset, haunted, hollowed out.
pure evil
Direct blast over Anacortes. Rolling sound blasts that last for minutes ,
stopping the ability to hear any normal sounds

Jan 10, 10:33am. Rumbling jet noise from Whidbey. South Lopez.

extremely loud flights by growlers overhead, skyline neighborhood of
anacortes

10:40am. S Lopez. Another rumble of jet noise from Whidbey.

South Lopez

10:42am. S Lopez. Another rumble of jet noise from Whidbey. AGAIN.

S Lopez, 11 Jan 2022, Tue: 8:39am - 5:05pm of nearly solid, earsplitting
NOISE. 7+ hours. Walking with headphones I could barely hear the music.
Trying to stay sane . . .

10:44am. S Lopez. Jet noise in the skies. Irritating.
Too, too loud
Couldn’t hear the tv
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my life
Low flying growler aircraft

4:37pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. Jet roaring over us. LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD
LOUD
12:06pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. Experiencing a prolonged ROAR from Growler
overhead. It goes on and on. Still going. Very loud, and also echo-ing. Our
home is filled with the noise. Still going....

3:32pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. Jets are ROARING in the skies. The noise is
disruptive, feels like we are going to be bombed because the noise is so
invasive, deep and threatening.

12:42pm. Annoying rumbling from jet activity coming from Whidbey.
Annoying and disruptive because I am fooled into thinking someone is
coming up the driveway. The pulsing rumbling is ANNOYING.

Along with rumbling from Whidbey we now have a jet screaming over us. S
Lopez.

1:05pm. Jan 11. The jet rumbling continues. Annoying, Disruptive.
Disturbing. S Lopez.

2:26pm, Jan 11, S Lopez. ROARING ROARING ROARING jet noise overhead.

1:51pm. S Lopez. The jet rumbling from Whidbey continues. VERY
ANNOYING.

2:27pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. On the tail of a jet a moment ago, we have
another SCREAMING SHRIEKING jet over us, now roaring away, and the
roaring continues to pound us. Why are jets flying from west-ish to east-ish
over Mud Bay? Taking a short cut?
3:24pm. Jan 11. S Lopez. Jet noise going crazy over us. Blasting roars.
Disrupted my concentration. How can I work when there is crazy jets
roaring over me? I may as well live at the airport. Murray, Larsen, Cantwell:
I blame you. You buy Navy Lies.
4:40pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. ANOTHER LOUD LOUD LOUD ROARING jet, rolling
around over us. Headline: "NAVY HAS DECLARED WAR ON LOCAL
RESIDENTS."
5:09pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. ANOTHER loud roaring jet.
5:17pm. Jan 11. S Lopez. ANOTHER ROARING JET OVER US. Drowns out the
TV.
5:20pm. Jan 11. S. Lopez. ANOTHER ROARING jet over us. Sounds like it is
rolling around, turning, creating more roaring. The ROARING penetrates
our home. Sounds like the jet will land on us.
5:35pm. Jan 11. S Lopez. WHAT IS GOING ON? This is a torture program..
ANOTHER Roaring jet over us. ROARING.
6:08pm, Jan 11. S Lopez. ANOTHER ROARING JET. DISGUSTED.

Cape Saint Mary area, Lopez Island, Washington
Too too loud inside our home !!
Pattern heading north. single aircraft. Slow fuel burn profile. estimate 700
foot ALT
multiple growlers doing a fly over at the same time....very noisy.
Very low and shook house
Again shook house - too low
The jets crossed the north end of Decatur Island and turned on the
afterburners right above the Decatur Northwest homeowner association
acreage. I’m guessing, as I had before, that wherever you report noise from
will get more noise as a result. Thx u
This fly over was beyond extremely loud. It was scary!
Multiple low flying growlers
Low flying growler aircraft with gear likely down considering how F… loud it
is
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our home activities
Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down

GET YOUR GOD DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT IF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!!
YOU BASTARDS ARE DESTROYING MY HEARING!! EVERY TIME YOU ROAR
OVERHEAD YOU LEAVE MY EAR RINGING FOR HOURS!! LEAVE LOPEZ
ALONE!!

And just had one flying over my house unless it was a private jet…low cloud
cover and rain today."

GET YOUR GOD DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!!
YOU ARE DESTROYING OUR HEARING YOU BASTARDS!!

Endless military expansion breeding trauma in our communities

"You are destroying the Peace with your roaring Growler Jets!! You treat us
on the ground like we are not even Human Beings with Human physiology.
Stop abusing us with your deafening noise pollution!!

I wish I had been born in a country where I had the freedom to live my life
without being terrified that at any second the shrieking planes will be
coming back. I have no freedom, only horror.

TWO VERY LOUD LOW JETS OVER LOPEZ VILLAGE

Go away!

Low-flying military jet, lingered in area for approximately 60 seconds during
which time it was not possible to conduct a business phone call.

Repeated low overflights. Very disturbing and disruptive.

Wow! I was wearing ear protection while operating the chainsaw and the
plane noise was still really really loud. Oh yeah, and I also have severe
hearing loss in one ear. It was flying low and fast. These planes are
dangerous! Please stop.
"2:45 plane— so loud it startled our dog, and we were INSIDE….
3:15– disturbed outdoor walk
5:15: really— again?
FIND A DESERT"
Late night and we still can’t hear conversation inside homes… constant
growler noise all night
unreasonably loud
"Bothersome as usual.

There was another I didn't report earlier as well.

no peace!

In Stanwood and stunned by a roaring Growler overhead. What is it doing
over here? Branching out from Oak Harbor to terrorize more people? Jan
12th.
STANWOOD. Jan 12 . Just arrived at Assisted Living Center, getting out of
our car and WHAM: Growler ROARING over us. Deafening. Earsplitting.
How does the Navy get away with this abuse in a populated area?
Stanwood. Growler overhead shrieking and roaring. The noise is deafening.
I am out in the open with no protection, no escape.
Jan 12. Burlington. Loud growler jets over us.
Almost 3pm. Been at the Anacortes ferry for an hour and am disgusted at
the jet noise we have to endure. Trapped. Jets have been screaming over
us, and the rumbling of jet engines from Whidbey is booming over us.
Terrible place.
Jan 12. Anacortes. 2:40pm. The jet noise in the skies is awful. NASWI is
taking aim at Anacortes!
Woken from sleep- extremely loud warplanes wrecking the peaceful night
sky, Anacortes. 8:30 pm. Abuse by us navy.

Anacortes. Jan 12. Sorry I came here. The jet noise from Whidbey is right
next to us. Constant roaring noise.

FEET! NO MORE OF YOUR ROARING JETS OVERHEAD LEAVING US WITH
DAMAGED HEARING!!

Anacortes. 2:07pm. Jan 12. Deafening Growler jet noise. Who would want
to live here?

Loud jet overhead

Jan 12, 2:50pm. There is horrible jet noise here at the Anacortes ferry.
Booming and Roaring from the navy.
2:02pm. Anacortes Jan 12. Screaming and roaring growler jets. Ear
splitting.

LOUD LOW JET OVERHEAD
Another LOUD LOW JET OVERHEAD
LOUD JETS! One after another!!!

F*** you

Low-flying military jet. Disrupted business phone calls due to noise.
Windows rattled.

Port Townsend WA

Earth shattering. House shaking. Dishes in cabinets rattling.

extremely loud flights overhead, most likely growler but cloud cover
prevented being able to see them

Blast after blast of rolling sound

Loud....

The roar from these planes was so loud it woke not only myself but my
granddaughter up. She was very upset and started crying. Why are they so
close to the city?

7:12pm. S Lopez. Screaming, roaring jet overhead. January 12.
Much Much too lohd
multiple fly overs today beginning about 10:30am and continuing
throughout the day. Very loud and very annoying.
Very loud, Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning
Low flying growler aircraft
Very loud low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Multiple low flying growlers disrupting my day
Low flying growler aircraft
Get your God Damn GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! YOU
BASTARDS TREAT US ON THE GROUND LIKE WE ARE DIRT UNDER YOUR

Multiple war jets flying directly overhead just in time for dinner

Give it a rest
Once again the navy is disrupting activities and causing stress to the civilians
living in proximity
Another growler taking off from nasw
Flyover near port Townsend. Very disruptive!
Cannot be outside because of the constant noise
Low level growler aircraft
S Lopez, 13 Jan 2022, Thur: The day begins with a SCREAMING ROAR AND
BLAST or 83.3 dec from our hideous neighbor - the Navy.

Jan 13. S Lopez. Noisy jet overhead, roaring like a Growler. Interrupted my
concentration on work project.

S Lopez, 14 Jan 2022, Fri: 8am - 9:41am - a very rough morning - everything
vibrating - 71.6 decibels - 83.7 dec.

2:26pm, Jan 13. BIG LOUD rumbling jet roaring in the skies. Distracting. S.
Lopez.

Jan 14. S Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling vibration of jet noise.

3:09pm. Jan 13. Now, after launching those $#%^&** jets, the jets are
flying around making the sky full of jet noise. S. Lopez.
S Lopez, Jan 13, 8:35am. In an interior room in my home and startled by a
deep and long vibrating roar. NASWI, of course, starting another day with a
wall of jet noise aimed at a community that it lies to.

Lopez village. Jan 14. Rumbling roar from NASWI.
Lopez Village. Jan 14. morning. Tremendous roar. Ongoing, loud and deep.
Jet activity at NASWI. Terrible.
January 14, around 10:40 or so. Walking, Lopez Village, and suddenly this
tremendous deep vibrating roar fills the air. Jets from Whidbey. Felt like I
should be taking cover.

2:49pm, Jan13. Oppressive, percussive, deep, vibrating, rumbling roar from
NASWI. Long, long long roar. S Lopez.

Surprised how often and loud the noise is even on Orcas

2:52pm. 1/13. S Lopez. Another rumbling roar. Felt like an earthquake. Why
are there jets that generate earthquake-like sensations located here in this
populous region? Why is this necessary? We now know the EIS was a lie, so
what is the answer now?

Roaring all morning. The roaring overwhelms all other sound, destroying all
sense of calm. Environmental pollution of this sort is destructive to health
and well being, and is completely unacceptable. The vibration and noise
affect ALL living beings.

Extremely loud inside our home, lasting from 8:39-8:41 a.m.

9:30 at night! Go HOME!

Forks: Visible at or just under 10K feet, roaring and stopping our
conversation. So very loud it must have been afterburners as it flew up river
towards National Forest and ONP

Once again the navy shows how much noise they create and not have any
repercussions. If I made that amount of noise I would end up in jail

Forks: circling overhead with a low pass that was so loud, it stopped
conversation as it roared by.

Still going. Even louder (and lower). And I just want to go to bed at this
point. But I can’t.

For a week straight, the planes are flying low and right over for an hour at a
time and prevent me from doing anything meaningful and getting out of the
house.

Still loud. Please respect the fact that some people have to get up early and
need sleep and the jet noise is preventing that. If you need night practice,
there are earlier times with the sunset at 5 PM.

I’m right by Deception Pass State Park..... this constant jet noise for the past
1 hour is not at all tranquil and terrible for wildlife

Even louder now. Please respect that I need sleep.

Going on 1.5 hours...

Loud flyover disruption to activity

Right overhead and LOUD
Third plane flying above me at 9:30PM

Jets even drowned out the TV on near full volume…

Low flying jet noise roar heard inside house

it's easy to vote for endless military expansion when you live on the other
side of the country, at the expense of the people you're proud to torture.
burn in hell, all washington representatives. democrats and republicans: all
are war-loving scum.

All I want is peace and quiet in these lovely islands.

extremely loud disruptive flight overhead the skyline neighborhood in
Anacortes

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my life

Can’t get the location to work, but we are at 593 Nordic Drive Lopez Island.
Also had 4 Growlers go over the week before but they were not as loud as
the one yesterday.
Extremely loud over south Lopez
10:55am. S Lopez. Jan 18. SCREAMING, ROARING ear-splitting jet over us.
Out of nowhere, the noise startled me and broke my concentration on work
I am doing.
11:50am. Jan 18 S. Lopez. Another screaming and roaring jet over us. Why
are jets flying over our homes? Is the flight map broken? Are they lazy?
Don't trust the Navy.
12:27pm. S Lopez, Jan 18. ANOTHER loud, screaming, roaring jet overhead.
We appear to be the new landing path to Whidbey, which makes no sense.
How does the Navy justify flying directly over homes? Oh! I forgot, they
just lie about it.

Why????
Extremely loud even with my ear phones on.

Multiple low flying growlers
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft
Extremely loud flying growler aircraft with gear down
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening
Lopez Village, January 18. 3:06pm What is going on? Is Lopez Village the
new target for enemy action? Roaring jets over us!!!!!
Between 2:30 - 2:45pm, January 18. Lopez Village. Out walking and
suddenly a HUGE BLAST of jet roar. The sky was split open. The roaring of
that jet (or more than one? too cloudy to tell) was deafening. Nowhere to
take cover.
Jan 18. Loud jet noise - again - over the Village on Lopez.
Jan 18. Loud jet noise - again - over the Village on Lopez.

12:31pm. Jan18, S Lopez. ANOTHER jet roaring over us. Or is this the same
jet just circling us? Whatever, GO AWAY! The noise enters our home and
obliterates every other household sound and conversation. NAVY ABUSE.

Another LOUD GROWLER over North Lopez!

Again, during dinner, heading toward 8pm, ANOTHER loud screaming jet
overhead. South Lopez.

The LOUDEST EVER GROWLER SO LOW I COULD SEE IT UNDER THE CLOUDS
JUST FLEW OVER AND BANKED JUST NORTH OF ME!!! MY EARS ARE
RINGING AND I CAN STILL HEAR IT 3 MINUTES LATER! This is terrible
horrible not acceptable in a National Monument!

Dinner with friends and suddenly conversation stops as we are bludgeoned
by a screaming and roaring jet overhead. South Lopez. Around 7:30pm
more or less. Jan 18.

Another ridiculously LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!

So loud it was painful and I became full of anxiety as the noise kept growing
in intensity. The whole time my mind was thinking, are they going to crash
into us. Surely this noise must be bad for us.
Directly overhead, very loud. I can't hear normal level conversation. This is
the third time in the last two weeks this has happened here.
Loud Jet over South Lopez. That is not a commercial jet, That's a TOO LOUD
Growler.
Low and loud overflights this morning
Trying to work at a commercial business. Had to hold meetings and
conversations because of the jet noise.
Making a lot of noise over residential area
Wrecking my sleep two night in a row
There’s a campground here with lots of people and you’re flying at 10PM
over people trying to sleep in tents. Not a good idea.
Multiple twin jet . Several planes. Frequent.
Back to the noise canceling headphones for this evening..
Twin jet passenger? Training? Multiple frequent overflights. Low elevation
Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft with gear down
One growler fting roughly south to north.

Too much jet noise in the skies. There must be several growlers up there,
just roaring around. It's like living at Sea Tac. S Lopez.
S Lopez, 19 JAN 2022, Wed: 9 hours of noise today! Starting at 11:11am
ending around 8:45pm - One of the loudest days ever. Too loud to be
outside. Too loud to be inside. No where to go. Madness
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
S. Lopez. January 19. Incredibly loud jet noise today and at this very
moment. navy must have every jet up in the air. Discouraged.
While feeding the chickens outside the loud booming noise of a Growler
flyover frightened the 20 chickens and they all ran into the chicken coop.
Jan 19. The Navy is clearly bent on annoying South Lopez. Jet noise ALL DAY
today. Just now, ANOTHER HUGE ROAR from jet overhead. The noise
invades our home. Larsen, Murray, Cantwell, where are you? YOUR silence
is deafening.
5:02pm. S Lopez. Jet noise still loud in the skies and in our home. This is
ABUSE.
9:57am. Jan 19. S Lopez. The rumbling vibrations continue. The roar is so
deep that I feel them through the floor of my home. This is Navy abuse.
8:47pm. S Lopez. Preparing for bed & WHAM..another rumbling vibrating
roar from NASWI. The house vibrates. s this what the Navy does? Is it their
job to destroy home peace? That is what they do, apparently. Shame on
Murray, Cantwell, Kilmer, Larsen.

Growler flying South to North over MacKaye Harbor. The booming noise
hurt my ears!

10:58am. Jan19. S Lopez. Following the explosive burst and booms from
NASWI, which I am assuming were jets taking off, we now have the sky
filled with jet noise as those $%*&^*((**&^&%!! JETS ZOOM AROUND.
Wasting fuel.

While on pleasant walk there were very loud Growler jet noise disrupting
the peace totally! Jet flying south to north over center of Lopez Island.

S Lopez. 11:56am, Jan 19. After launching the growler fleet, it sounds like
the jets are just up there roaring around. The sky is full of jet noise.

"2 low flying Growlers over south Lopez

S Lopez. Jan 19. Jet roaring over us.

4:53pm. Jan 19. S Lopez. The jet roaring continues. They must be flying in
loops or one after the other. The roaring in the skies is CONSTANT.

Larsen, Cantwell: Where are you? Why don't you have a practical talk with
the Navy. Move the Growlers!

4:54pm. Jan 19 S Lopez. Just got another big blast and boom of jet noise.
Our home is filled with the jet noise. It is like having a leaf blower in our
home, constant and full blast.

4:12pm. S Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling roar. It has been going on ALL DAY.
Shame on Larsen, Murray, Cantwell, Kilmer for not having the guts to
confront the Navy's lying behavior.

5:09. Jan 19. S Lopez. It's pretty clear to me that we must be at war. Today
the growlers have been howling over South Lopez. Must be an enemy here
somewhere. It has been a terror-able day of abuse from the Navy. Loud jet
over us right now.

5:31pm. Jan 19. Reporting excessive noise again. Another huge blast
vibrates through our home. S. Lopez.

5:12pm, Jan 12. S Lopez. Growler jet screaming and roaring directly over
our home right now, Mud Bay. Mud Bay is not on the flight path. This is
abuse.
6:25pm. S Lopez. ANOTHER Rumbling roar from Whidbey. Disruptive
Disruptive. The house vibrates.
6:31pm. S Lopez. JET ROAR. ANOTHER in the continuing assault today. The
day has been nuts.
6:32pm ANOTHER JET ROAR from Whidbey
11:01am. S. Lopez, Jan 19. I can't report every single abusive rumbling
vibration slamming into our home because I am also trying to work!!!! But
count this as one of them.
11:13am. 1/19. S Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling roar from jets. Growlers are
TOO LOUD. Inappropriate for a populated area & a tourist destination at
that. "Why don't you invite friends to visit?" BECAUSE OF THE INCESSANT
JET NOISE!!!!

6:20pm. A day of noise continuing into the evening. ANOTHER rumbling
roar of jet noise from NASWI. S Lopez. Disruptive.
8:06pm Jan 19. The jet disruption from Whidbey started early this morning
& continued all day. Just now we experienced a deep pulsating roar,
vibrating through the house. Like an earthquake. This is not acceptable. We
are 17 miles from Ault. S Lopez
8:12pm. Jan 19.ANOTHER deep invasive pulsating rumbling roar, in a day
that has been nothing but disruptive jet noise. The vibrations come through
the floor & ripple the coffee in the cup. Is that the Navy's mission? To rattle
homes? S Lopez
7:45pm, Jan 19. LOUD LOUD LOUD Jet overhead. South Lopez.
9:49am. Jan 19. The jet noise rumbling from Whidbey is vibrating through
our home....17 miles away. Obnoxious, annoying, distracting, intrusive.
The Navy does NOT have permission to enter my home.
10:27am, Jan18. S Lopez. LONG CONTINUING DEEP VIBRATING WALL OF JET
NOISE IS SLAMMING INTO OUR HOME. Quite likely jet taking off, and will
later strafe us as it runs back home to the lying Navy.

Jan 19, Afternoon. MORE loud rumbling of Growler jets. It is noisy and
distracting.

10:45am, Jan 19. S Lopez. ANOTHER $%^&^&*(*&^%$!!! rumbling vibrating
jet roar from NASWI.

Jan 19. 1:34pm. S Lopez. ROARING jet noise in the skies. I want to take a
break & go for a walk, but it sounds like a war zone out there. Murray,

Growler coming up north-ish over S Lopez, turns right toward the east and
HUGE ROAR. DEAFENING. Jan 19. 3:27pm

Jan19 between 3:15 and 3:45pm. S. Lopez EXCESSIVE JET NOISE. Doing
outside work: Metaphors: WAR ZONE. Standing next to the Sea Tac
runways. This is totally WRONG. P-3s. Growlers. One after the other,
combined with take-off and landing noise.

Roaring growlers for much of the day. Also jets screaming overhead in late
afternoon. Terrible noise, dreadful sensation.

Over Cape Saint Mary, Lopez Island, Washington

Louder than normal

Direct, low level flyover.

several passes. Inside house with windows closed and it still interrupted
me.

Low rumble heard from San Juan Island, Cattle Point. Loud enough to hear
over headphones but no vibration
Horrendous noise interrupted my study session. Move these Growlers to
public lands around El Centro CA - where far less population density.

Can't see the plane, probably military

Several Growlers ruined our day today. Many registered 110 decibels. This
causes physical and severe mental anguish.
Can I ever escape jet noise? Even for a day? Week straight and counting.

Even indoors it was disruptive

I really find this annoying. When the wind is in the right direction for noise
transmission, I get it off Admiralty Inlet. There is no reason for the
possibility of the number of growlers to increase.

Is the plane going to land on top of my home? Geez, it is so very loud!

Nice beach walk ruined by loud growler activity

Why do you keep flying right over my home?

I have had a challenging week. I wanted to take the paddle board out on the
glassy waters to relax. All I hear are jets. Packed up and left.

Had to block our ears to avoid pain.

Do you keep flying over my home because I keep reporting you?!
Low flying growler aircraft
Second EXTREMELY LOUD JET OVERHEAD! The other one was at 4:45! It
feels like a WAR OVERHEAD and I want to SCREAM!
There was also one at 4:45

Constant rumble and going through the entire house. I was going to work
from home but leaving because the noise is so bad it’s hard for o
concentrate.
That's the sound of environmental outlaws!

It was the base rumbling

Three hundred feet above my home, adding thrust as he banks into his turn.
The extreme noise is deeply penetrating. In addition I’m being “crop
dusted” with burnt jet fuel after their every pass. Environmental outlaws!

Roaring during much of the morning and into the afternoon. The vibration is
deeply disturbing, feels as though internal organs are being shaken and
rattled. This is a terrible sensation. It is insane to allow this sort of
environmental pollution.

10:21am, Jan 21. S Lopez. Very loud jet noise, as if a jet is just roaring
around. The deep roars are probably the result of turning. Annoying.
Lopez village. 11:10 am. Incredibly loud Growler above. So loud. I am
outside, nowhere to hide. Earsplitting. January 21.

Screaming loud jet, maybe two because it is so deafening. Lopez village. Jan
21.
Noisy jet overhead!
Second LOUD Growler in a row!

Just stop
Roaring all afternoon. This is so stressful, causes such extremely unpleasant
sensations. It's irritating, disruptive, relentlessly stress inducing. The
horrible roaring noise drowns all other sound.

Go away

Disrupted my dinner and solitude. I am being treated for a rare blood
disease. This intrusion is harmful to my recovery and health

Not the sound of freedom. It is the sound of war.

Loud enough to disrupt thought.

Low level fly-overs SE to NW

Shaking the house.

Jet noise so loud it stopping conversations inside the house

Jet when over the house. Stopped school and a few older ran outside to see
what that was. Created a very unsafe situation and stopped learning.

E to W direction."
We're on vacation! Blasted F******* Jets!
Afterburner at altitude

Jets starting to fly again. Hearing through the house. Our dog got up and
started pacing around the house because she does not like the noise.

Screaming military helicopter westbound

Damn loud and obnoxious flying tonight. Really need to move this to
remote location

Woke me up

So damn loud. How can they do this near residential area?

Jet noise is interrupting homeschool again

Multiple Growler overflights during critical business call made it impossible
to talk or hear what people were saying. This has got to stop.

Another eardrum shattering evening with Growler flights over my house.
More growler noise disturbing our peace
Really tearing up the sky this afternoon. It was a really nice day until the
Growlers showed up.
Another assault on my nerves as the Growlers fly about.
Terrific metallic ripping, tearing roars over several awful moments. Shaking
the house here in Anacortes 8pm. The opposite of peaceful evening.
Unhealthy intrusions- far too frequent
Stopped outside conversation due to loudness

Uninterrupted Growler noise causing stress, and difficulty completing work
tasks. Several planes conducting landing practice.
Low overflights repeatedly this morning. Loudest one just occurred, which
typically signal more to come soon.
Multiple flight making ear shattering level of noise
Was on line listening to study and class. Had to turn volume up to be able
to hear. Lasted over 7 minutes off and on.

The density altitude is reported at minus -1600’ this morning and the
acoustic energy emissions from EA-18G aircraft are shattering. Noticed a
large pressure wave type boom from the direction of Oak Harbor.
Time approximate. Loud low rumbling and vibration from ground test could
be heard from inside
All morning. Shaking the ground and burning up fuel overhead
"This is unacceptable - I am having dinner and all I hear are the growlers.
Please find a more suitable place go....."
Way to loud
S Lopez, 26 Jan 2022, Wed: 9:38am - The noise begins again! 84 decibels
outside.
Roaring from growlers. The roaring is HORRIBLE and destroys all sense of
ordinary well being or calm. The roaring is hideous noise, causing deep
stress response, which, as is medically well known and documented, is
extremely unhealthy. HORRIBLE NOISE
Roaring roaring roaring. The roaring from growlers is so destructive and
stress inducing. The roaring destroys the acoustic environment in the Salish
Sea region. The noise is horrible and almost continuous. Just awful.
Multiple times tonight
It flew over a state park! We came here for peace and quiet! Sad!!!
Three Growlers have been practicing touch and go landings for hours.
Metered at a sustained 72dB with a periodic spike as each plane turns to
repeat the loop in excess of 83dB.
One overflight after another this morning. Very loud and disturbing.
The acoustic energy emissions, especially the low-frequency component,
are horrendous. Note. NAS Whidbey Island is reporting a density altitude of

minus -1,300 feet, why does that seem to exacerbate the intensity of the
pressure waves?
This is the loudest, most proximal event of the several flown today- decibel
reading approaching 80 inside the house-Not a happy camper!
Ugh! The noise is so loud and penetrating, unrelenting.
The deafening thunderous noise of the Growlers is truly more than I can
withstand, this is the very definition of ENVIRONMENTAL OUTLAW.
As citizens we engage these commanders and pilots to protect us and our
interests, not to torture us . Shame on the United States Navy.
My music was on full blast in my house and I couldn’t hear it due to the
loudness of the Growler
Low-frequency acoustic wave energy, in particular, is especially penetrating
(NAS Whidbey is reporting density altitude of minus -1700 feet) given
current atmospheric conditions.
Very disruptive
S Lopez, 27 Jan 2022, Thur: 10:10am - 12:15pm. Continuous ROARS. Do
Larson or Murray consider the health effects the noise has on their
constituents? On this whole NW Washington region? Do they think about
the cancerous exhaust spewing everywhere?
Disrupted voice instructions at construction site. Had to stop
Off and on rumbling for last several hours
Roaring and vibration from growlers throughout the morning. Rattles the
inner ear, extremely unpleasant sensation. This noise is disruptive and
stress inducing. This noise should NOT be allowed.
Rolling waves of sound all morning
Very intrusive.

Trying to work from home. Two jets flew in tandem. Stopped my meeting
until they passed.

importantly, the noise overwhelms all sounds that are meaningful and add
to the quality of life.

Another unenjoyable day due to constant Growlers

Growlers have been going all morning long - and in the last 30 minutes
every 2 minutes - as in noise for 1-2 minutes; a break for 2 to 5 minutes and
then the next growler.

Not at all happy by the constant loud noise. The biggest complaint is that
you’re flying Growlers which seem 2x as loud. Please— the US funds you a
ton of money— invest in some tech where you get more quiet v louder.
Twin jet passenger?? Headed loop to Whidbey....
What's a few thousand tons of co2?
Engine run up rumbling south Lopez
Rumble is frustrating to ears and mind
So much for climate change midair. Jets running all after noon. Counted 9
times
On ground testing is very loud. Windows are rattling
This is bad. Double plane window rattling. Not the windows, they are
quality. New solid built, but not for War fare , does the Navy understand
that the frequency the Jets emits is the problem
STOP. THE. MADNESS. In Seattle I live closer to SeaTac than Lopez is to
Whidbey NAS. The Nas is louder, with less flights. BURN BABY BURN YOUR
JET ENGINES AS LOUD AS YOU CAN. Decent y is all we ask for. ACT CIVIL.
Two jets. Extremely low and loud.
The vibration from the growlers is rattling the inside of my head which is
painful and disturbing. There are noise ordinances that prohibit destructive
noise pollution. Why is growler noise exempt from decent standards?
Growler noise is devestating.
Third day in a row of roaring. It is impossible to overstate horrible effects of
this noise. The noise is deeply disturbing, unsettling, painful. Just as

S Lopez, 28 Jan 2022, Fri: 9:55am - 12:44pm ROARING AND OVERFLIGHTS.
Friends visiting from the mainland were horrified at what the Navy is doing
to the San Juan Islands. They are determined to spread the word that
Larsen and Murray are responsible.
When one has to wear ear plugs you realize how loud the damn jets are
over our town.
Just sat down to a quiet dinner in front is a fire and then along came
Growler noise!
Landing practice noise continuous irritant.
Density altitude is minus -1400’, acoustic energy emissions are deafening.
Growlers making for another ear shattering evening. Find a remote place
for these noisy jets not above residential homes
Density altitude is minus -1400 feet, energy waves are very intense.
Intermittent extreme noise/screaming from navy warcraft. Need some
hearing protection inside medical clinic at times for short bursts and unable
to hear/communicate with patients at time. very unhealthy. Oak Harbor
mid-day
"Impossible to hear my patients in clinic in Oak Harbor- the Prowler days
were NOT like this. this is dangerous and unhealthy compared. Fit for an
enemy only. At times plugging ears inside...
Afternoon, Tuesday, Oak Harbor"

It’s after 9. I have noise canceling headphones on. And I can still super hear
the jets. Not okay.

Growler flight making a peaceful day go away. Get those noisy jets out of
here.

It’s 10PM. People need to sleep and your jet noise is preventing something
that basic. Not. Okay.
Not after 10PM. Irresponsible.

You’ve been flying over this location all day— from 10AM onwards. And
really all this week and last week and the week prior. I’m not at all happy
about the constant noise that stops activities, the real damage to my ears
being done, and the stress.

Too loud

Trying to enjoy a day at Deception Pass State Park

Growlers are too loud. Please go back to previous jet planes
Too loud this late

Sounds like horrible deep explosions to the south. Navy Warcraft deeply
shaking my Anacortes home 5:30 pm- horrible disturbing sounds and
sensations, ongoing.

I get you need to train, but please try to spread it around and especially in
the evenings. You’ve been going for over an hour now and some people
can’t go home and escape the noise.

Low loud south Lopez

AGAIN, more planes are flying and wrecking the peace and quiet at
Deception Pass West Beach. No jets near parks!
It’s a beautiful night at Deception Pass State Park and the planes are
relentless. There were five in a row and totally defeat the purpose of the
park/being quiet and tranquil. Don’t fly in close proximity to parks
spoiled dinner.
Wearing noise cancellation headphones and sound broke through. Drove
the dogs to me as I work. While they seem to be intermittent today (first at
12:34 pm, next two were 20 minutes apart with a longer break,) they are
still very intrusive.
Prolonged noise of increasing/decreasing/increasing volume. Circling? I
don't know. Break through my noise cancellation headphones and upset the
dogs. Many hours of this now, surely impactful on wetland animals and
local, protected wildlife.
Shattering a peaceful night

VERY LOUD - take off? Heading right toward us. Please stop, very difficult to
focus for work.
Began about 4 minutes ago - VERY LOUD and rattling of my house. Dogs
upset, heard well over the music which is my latest attempt to drown out
the noise.
This one was REALLY loud and sudden. Drew the dogs to me and I had to
stop to comfort them. Surely this is beyond acceptable/safe decibel range if
we were outside. Loud enough inside. How can this be legal with
protections for wildlife in place?
Another really loud, really sudden and persisting jet. Dogs came running.
When will it stop? Hopefully not continuing into the night as it has in the
past. Will have to catch up on work at some point. Super disruptive and
unpleasant.
Another loud, sudden, disturbing blast of jet engine noise. Happening very
frequently now, every 3-5 minutes. It's now 6:07 pm. Sounds like this one
took off, had quiet for about 15 seconds, and now turning back and VERY
LOUD again. Difficult.

WAY TOO LOUD! What? NON STOP, MULTIPLE FLYING JETS. REALLY LOUD.
85 dB after passing by when I went out to record. This is the third pass of
really loud jet, not sustainable. 6:23 pm. When will it end?! Cannot walk
animals, too scared to go out.

Just in time to wipe out community zoom meeting

"Okay, loudest it's been all day. Interrupted conversation INSIDE the house.
Ongoing, ebb and flow, every 3-5 minutes right now. Intolerable. Causing
stress and discussions of relocation. Please stop destroying our rural
environment and our peace.

Horrible roaring. So stressful.

"Really loud, many flights in the last couple of hours. Some rattle the house,
most are just annoying, disruptive, and scare the pets. When will they stop?
What's reasonable? This isn't sustainable working from home. So
disappointing.
SE Lopez, 2 FEB 2022, Tue: 4:40pm - 7:37pm We returned home from the
quiet city to the ghastly loud, ROARING, BLASTS of a war training zone on
Lopez Island. Huge pressure waves of noise are shaking our house. 75 98.2 decibels in the house.
Third time this morning. Louder than before, maybe the winds shifted.
Progressive and persistent. Caused a pause in all morning activities, dogs
alarmed.
Perhaps a return of the earlier jet? Either way, MUCH louder and persistent.
Broke through the noise canceling headphones and drew one dog to my
side.
Another take off? VERY LOUD AND VIBRATING FIXTURES IN THE HOUSE. I'm
sure impactful on wildlife and neighboring farms as well. Dogs are now
under foot. Very distracting. Persisting, loud-faded and more distant-loud
for several minutes.
Another take off? Turn around and come right back? Would be helpful to
know when these were going to occur so we could plan our work days, or
leave. Incredibly disruptive, upsetting to the animals, cannot work under
these conditions.

All day. If I stopped what I was doing and reported every incident I'd never
get any work done.

Another really loud one. Persistent coming and going, louder than ambient
music and pets were concerned. Kids playing outside, concerned the
decibels are impactful for their hearing, not to mention wildlife. 5:42 pm.
when will this stop???
Take offs run ups and fly overs all evening. Sounds like war
Again? Seems like you take off toward our house, then turn around and
then come back and fly right over. GROWLERS ARE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR
RESIDENTIAL AREAS. WE ARE MORE POPULOUS THAN WHEN YOU FIRST
STARTED. IMPACT IS TERRIBLE. STOP PLEASE!
Very loud and very sudden. Seems like it's every couple of minutes now.
Please give us a break. A nightmare to deal with at this hour. Too many
today, too loud. END YOUR SESSIONS, BE RESPECTFUL OF PEOPLE'S
LIVELIHOOD. NO FLIGHTS AT NIGHT.
VERY loud AND rumbling, vibration of the house. NOT OKAY. Not tolerable.
5:57 pm, earliest noted at 9 am. STOP PLEASE. Stressful, jarring, disturbing,
creates anxiety in animals and children.
THIS IS THE LOUDEST OF THEM ALL. THIS IS NOT OKAY! SOUNDED LIKE A
MISSILE COMING OUR WAY. Dog ran into her crate to hide. We are inside
and cannot go outside due to persistent jet noise now. NO breaks! Multiple
jets, VERY disruptive. 6:20 pm still on
Parks are for quiet especially during COVID times. Terrible that they fly over
parks and cause stress
Another weekend day for me that I can’t go outside and enjoy
Causing mental health issues. Jet noise is relentless and won’t stop

Low flight south Lopez
Low flying growler aircraft
Nothing works to escape the noise even inside
Shaking my house for 3 hours now and not something new
Why ya gotta jet noise so?
I just want to unwind after work. Not listen to this racket that prevents me
from doing anything but wear headphones
You do know Whidbey has people on it right? People that are not in the
military and moved here for awesome jobs and don’t want to lose their
hearing or go insane from the constant noise
Leave us alone
multiple extremely loud flights overhead, loud enough to disrupt
conversation inside the house and can feel the table vibrating from it
no one evinces greater contempt for life or freedom or thought than the
military. all they stand for is the killing of such things. thought is impossible
when planes assault. it is curtailed, derailed, and stunted. this is evil.
Just returned from mainland. Jets flying low Lopez Southend
Seems like you are just ramping up take off and landing practices for dinner
hour. Been going on for some time now, will be quiet for about 10 seconds
and then more jet noise streaking through the sky. Multiple jets, no breaks,
constant now. Terrible
Sounds like it's ripping the sky. Had to pause the television because it was
louder. INSIDE. Terrible. This is the time we set aside to relax, unwind, and
de-stress, not become anxious and disturbed. 6 pm, non-stop, constant
now, many jets at once.
Sounds really close to the house, screeching/howling engine deceleration
noise, dogs whimpering. VERY intrusive, stressful, inconsiderate. Please, not

okay to be running naval jets of this volume and quantity near our homes. 3
minutes on, 89 dB.
SE Lopez, 3 MAR 2022, Thur: 8:42am - 8pm . Another 12 hour day of
unrelenting screaming jets over Lopez Island. 78.5- 93 decibels inside our
home. Wish we could put Larsen and Murray in this situation and see how
they would respond ! ! !
Loud and sudden, not even 9 am. 5 jets within 6 minutes, very sudden and
startling to the pets. Rattled the house fixtures. 87dB measured INSIDE THE
HOUSE. This chronic exposure will cause hearing damage and stress.
.Flyover
Roaring from growlers. Hideous, stress inducing noise. Painful to inner ear.
Horrible bodily sensationa from this wretched noise.
Just sitting down for dinner and conversation to connect after a long day,
and along comes the jets. Why?! Seems like you could END ALL ACTIVITY in
the evening. Stops conversation, stressful.
ANOTHER jet, 3 minutes? Return? A relentless assault of noise and
disruption now. Intolerable but for our inability to do anything about it?
This level is impactful on people AND wildlife, domestic, and farm animals.
Can't be legal and yet continues.
Right overhead and playing war.
On and on and on.
All this jet noise triggers stress in me
Make me want to run away from my house screaming because they’re
always there and never ending!
Been shaking the house for 30 minutes now
It sounds like the apocalypse
DO NOT FLY LOW OVER HOUSES

From 9AM-11PM. That’s pretty impressive and in a not-so-great way
Why does the military hate us this much? This is a nightmare
It sounds like WW3 outside
Sounds like Deception Pass State Park is a war zone. Not good for animals or
people
Sounds like the sky is being bombed. Scary
I was not drafted and I don’t deserve to listen to constant noise of jet planes
flying low right above me. Respect people staying in campgrounds!
Literally losing hearing from how low these planes are
My headphones are on and I still can’t escape the jets. Ridiculous.
After difficulty getting a dog out of the car due to the noise, one growler
flew directly overhead the area just north of the parking lot we were at,
causing so much noise and vibration the dog exhibited anxiety until it
passed. Very unpleasant.

over to continue my work-the noise took all of my attention because it was
so loud.
2nd pass both deeply disruptive
Trying to write, but Growler noise is disrupting my concentration. My house
is well-insulated but Growler noise still penetrates it.
These continuous noises give me headaches and stomachaches
They’re way out of their pattern….like usual
Another day in growler Hell. Really loud carrier landing practice.
Constant loud rumbling through the house. It is so stressful. It’s sad when
you have to wear earplugs in your own house and can not go outside. Very
very stressful.
Way too loud within developed areas. These planes need to be moved out
to the desert.
God please make them stop torturing us. Way too loud for Residencial area

Low loud south Lopez

The deafening roar of the Growlers ruining yet another day

Two jets together turning and heading to the north over the area of Mud
Bay Road and Pavey Road, South part of Lopez Island, Washington.

This ear shattering flying should be moved to the desert where it won't be
such a high impact on residential homes

One jet turning to the north over Mud Bay and Pavey roads, Lopez Island,
Washington.

Really ear shattering noise levels tonight. Thanks for ruining my evening

SE Lopez, 4 FEB 2022, Fri: 9am Huge BLASTS from Ault Field. After 12 hours
of steady screaming noise yesterday - is this a one off or a continuation of
this hellish war zone?
Second LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!
This fly over disrupted my activities for about 3 minutes. There had been
another one a few minutes before. I had to wait while the planes passed

Growlers buzzing about shattering the otherwise peaceful day and
eardrums
Jets flying low overhead, less than 300 feet above our home. Decibels levels
exceed 90 inside with windows closed - meaning over 110-120 decibels
outside which causes hearing loss. I'm inside in a work meeting, I can't
present as I am scheduled to.
So loud! The house is shaking as the Growlers fly low (too low!) right over
our home. Headaches, anxiety, and more. I'm trying to finish an important

project for work and it's so hard to focus. I'm inside my home, and it sounds
like I'm on a runway.
"Ear shattering" landing practice again! At least the third session today
with multiple aircraft cycling past, creating an UNBROKEN roar.
Multiple planes conducting landing practice and circling out over Saratoga
Passage which is OUTSIDE the Navy's MOA.
They have been going at it all morning ruining another day for those the try
and live here. It has got to STOP!!!!
Growler landing practice ALL morning long
My dog and I were out on our morning walk when the Navy acoustic assault
began. We were forced to run for shelter.
The likelihood of injury from unprotected exposure this morning is very
high.
This is the third series they have flown today- we missed the horrible no
good time around 11; neighbor said it was as if they were invading- gave
her a headache. This is so very disrupted to trying to unwind from a serious
medical visit todayThe eagles pair were in front feeding. Jets showed up and they left, first
pass. Terrible
Monday night, EA-18G aircraft acoustic energy emissions are shaking my
house to the floor boards.
9:42am the terror starts with operations at the OLF. We are being terrorized
daily.

"The magnitude of the growler noise is absolutely crippling, so I am forced
to realize that the US Navy has effectively taken my peace and security.
This used to be my home, now it belongs to nobody.
We got two rescue pets from the animal shelter yesterday, this morning the
jets are pounding us and our new pets are terrified.
All day low rumbling noises and it’s getting worse by the hour it seems.
Sometimes the noise is very loud but mostly it’s the rumbling and vibration
that is keeping my child up all day and my dogs on edge.
Noise has been going on for at least an hour and usually continues until10
or 11 pm. Very disturbing hard to do anything and enjoy life with this
volume of noise continuously being directed at our community
Keeps coming back and back and back and back and..........................
One minute of peace, then blasting again.
This is not a way of life under the clouds of Ward yet
I can hear the jets from Coupeville OLF in Freeland tonight, never noticed
this before but can tonight.
It’s dinner time and time to bond with family. But no, we must listen to the
planes and save conversation for another time.
Please stop
F****** growlers
Constant flight noise. Jets noise traveling through the house.
Extremely loud and disruptive.

Good God. Find a new place to fly these unbelievably loud jets

Flew within 300 feet directly above house. Deafening.

Risk of injury due to acoustic shock is high. Seeking shelter.

They are out again tormenting everyone within 15 miles.

Low over flights creating MAXIMUM jet noise began about 3:45 pm. That
has turned in to Growler landing practice that typically extends in cycles
into the night.
Growler making a hell of a lot of noise ruining yanother day in our home.
Unsafe to be outdoors at the moment with low-flying EA-18G aircraft
overhead. Navy ASOS, tel. (360) 257-8813, is reporting density altitude at
minus -1500’ which must have an amplifying effect on shock wave
emissions, making vibrations more intense.
Unsafe to be outdoors, seeking shelter, risk of acoustic trauma injury is too
great.
Unprotected outdoor activity is not possible, risk of injury due to acoustic
trauma is high (density altitude is minus -1500 feet).
they are circling the perimeter of our home-have seen the tires between the
tree tops- sound in the house is surpassing 85.8. We are continually
cranking the volume up to watch the news.
Bone-crushing intense, health hazard off the scale.
Continuing noise- must be numerous jets.
Trying to work at work at the business. You just can’t get away from the jet
noise. It’s like a war zone. My nerves are so raw. They fly over the house,
work and shopping. No escape
We continue to suffer from the nonstop onslaught of terrorizing noise the
Navy is subjecting us too. OLF operations two days now, on and on it goes
with almost no reprieve.
For over 4 continuous hours we have be terrorized by the Navy’s growler
jets at the OLF. It’s unconscionable.
Came home after 27 days away - in pure quiet surroundings - to be quickly
reminded how absolutely awful the Navy's growler jets are. Yesterday and

almost all day today, grating on our nerves, peace and sanity. There is NO
escape! I work from home.
Non stop noise tonight going on several hours now. There is no
compromise! Mitigating this type of noise simply isn’t possible. The noise is
horrible.
Once again the navy is disrupting the peace and quiet of Port Townsend and
the surrounding communities
"Just hideous jet aircraft noise- on and off disturbing conversations, and
ability to concentrate and work at medical clinic in Oak Harbor. Horrid
racket.
This is nothing like the prowler era. Not comparable at all.
That was a LIE from the navy "
if the military was seriously concerned about the expenditure of relocating
their torture program they would not have built the planes at all. the
fundamental problem is that they exist, not where this sh**** country
stashes them.
Without question wrecking the park system. Spent sunset at West Beach
and the entire time terrifying Growler jet noise filled the air
Worst after burner sounds we've had in awhile as they were turned on
repeatedly before they had left the park boundary. Was deafening and
disorientating, and caused a ringing of the ears, just for being outside for a
few minutes during the flyer over
Stop flying over campgrounds where we only have tents for protection!
Loudest I’ve ever heard it. Do NOT fly directly over peoples houses low.
That’s disrespectful, cruel, and damaging my sanity and overall health

Depressive
Practice at night over the water!
Killing wildlife
It’s outrageous how BAD it is and they keeping thinking this is okay. My
quality of life at home is so much worse after the increase in flights and
growlers. Why growlers?! Worst invention on the planet— get rid of them!
It’s been an hour of nonstop Growler noise (aka not able to do or hear
anything except those useless jets)
Update: still shaking the house at 8pm
TOO loud TOO late
Nothing but a nuisance this late
How can it be legal that planes are flying over houses and being loud at
10pm?
What’s being done brings no value. You could easily fly (at night) where no
houses are but I guess that’d be too easy for you
Still roaring above
Leave us alone. NOT okay to fly so low AT NIGHT and so close to houses.
Boundaries!
Flying right over house and can’t hear anything but jet noise. Not okay in
evenings
Party in the sky right over me and my ears are ringing
Be respectful. We’re not your enemy so stop acting like we are
I’m trying to sleep

Stop using the same landing strip and vary it up! Not okay that we’ve been
singled out to be bombarded with jet noise the past month
F*** em
extremely loud pair of growlers flying overhead
"Two jets, low level high speed sweep over neighborhood; gear up and
afterburners on.
So loud you could not hear another person talking outside. No reason for
this to continue over a residential neighborhood. Go practice somewhere
else. "
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
wakes me from my nap
f*** america
Your app isn’t working. My location is Port Townsend. This loud noise has
been going on for approximately 20 minutes already and is continuing
Very loud, screaming noise. Was outside had to cover my ears because it
hurt. Dog came running. Was beginning the bed preparation for spring
planting, but will have to stop if this is just the start. No idea, can't plan,
frustrating.
Started at 5:00 and have been running non-stop, sounds like a take off or
landing every 90 seconds to 3 minutes. Wonder how long this will go? On
north field? We have to pause in conversation. Stressful, anxiety producing,
disturbing. IMPACT STUDY!
Cell service interrupted for approximately 10 minutes
So loud that it woke my sleeping kitten and scared me.
"WAR IS PEACE
The loudness is too much! Please stop!

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Multiple low flying growlers
Disrupted business calls.
Dreadful roaring.
Hours and hours of roaring. Horrible!!!!
Probably 2 growlers. DB readings to come.
83db on my deck. Amb. DB is 50. Was at least 2 or 3 jets.
Not 5 minutes later, at least 2 jets. 87db on my deck. I hate Wednesdays.
83db. That's 33db over ambient. No wonder the geese don't like it here
anymore.
72db I may adjust my assessments down in order to report more.

The sound is very upsetting. They make so much noise for such a small
plan. They should not be flying these so close to home and schools. Find a
remote location to do this type of flying or make them quieter. It is doable.
Just when I think the noise can't get any worse, a jet flies low and slow right
over my home in town, Coupeville. I literally thought it was going to crash
the noise was so severe. Simply abhorrent! Wednesday, Feb. 9, 3:09pm.
"Metallic scraping/shrieking audible through the inside 3rd floor office
space, no windows, over the HVAC- medical building near Skagit Valley
Hospital, evening
Awful racket. Very disturbing"
Twin jet...
I live on Lake Martha(Warm Beach) and evidently these things exit East over
our lakes. Ridiculous. Will be including DB readings from my deck.

When they hit the mountains and turn it on it shakes my house.

SE Lopez, 9 FEB 2022, Wed: 8:46am 74.7 decibels inside. Steady roars from
10 am - 12:53pm. No FCLP's scheduled. Sounds exactly like what they are
doing. Insanity......

Another lovely day at the lake.

Prolonged noise.

77db Exactly when does this become abuse?

Wow this one is so very low and loud. Please stop!

79db Amb-50db

Looks like yet another day of extremely loud fly overs. I am ill and I need
peace and quiet! Please fly elsewhere.

All day long.

77db At dinner time. Thanks.
AWFUL roaring, all morning. So stressful.
Another day in Hell from Growler noise.
Constant blasts of sound rolling over the Salish all week
Shattering eardrums and fraying nerves seems to be the main thing the
Navy Growlers are doing when flying over our houses. Find a remote
location to do this or fix the noisy planes.

Roaring again this morning, following yesterday's long roaring. The noise
causes ongoing and almost perpetual stress response as well as being
painful to our ears. The roaring from growlers DESTROYS quality of life. The
noise affects ALL animals.
Deep, deep and heavy rumbles. Windows shaking.

SOUND IS FREEDOM

Way too loud

The night sky and the soundscape is completely devastated by US Navy
growlers flying out of Oak Harbor over the Port Townsend discovery Bay
area it is absolutely awful

The Growlers have made it hard to live anything like a normal enjoyable life
today. It seemed like we could smell the fuel and exhaust at the busiest
time. Horrible day.

Unless Port Angeles is under attack, that flyover at speed seemed
needlessly aggressive.

I am located 17 miles from Naval air Station Whidbey Island and I can hear
the horrible roar of war continuously

That was extremely loud

From 9:45 AM, keeping me from being able to sleep. I am ill today. I cannot
sleep in my home.

All afternoon. One EXTREMELY loud flyover. So unnecessary and
inconsiderate.
Growler flying overhead extremely loud. Third day in a row of excessive
noise
79db And another noisy day begins.
77db
1 jet.
82db Probably 2 jets.

Reporting horrific acoustic energy emissions from the direction of Ault Field.
Density altitude is minus -1500 feet.
9:01 am Coupeville. Low, long series of rumbles coming from Ault Field,
rattling and vibrating house and nerves. So very sick and tired of the Navy's
noise. Dealing with this for 5 years and the noise only increases in
frequency.
9:06 am Coupeville. Low rumbling jet noise coming from Ault field, vibrating
house.

81db I hope that's it.

10:11 am Coupeville. Continued Growler Noise coming from Ault field. Low
frequency noise, vibrating house.

77db. I guess they're not done.

The last three days have been incredibly loud.

So loud and disruptive. They say it impacts orcas but it for sure impacts
Americans in their homes

i had a nightmare about the planes before i woke up. then the day began
with another attack.

Over and over and over the navy jets smash our peace in Coupeville

So loud this morning. What a shame on a rare sunny winter morning to spoil
the tranquility.

Trying to have a peaceful dinner but we continue to be terrorized by the
Navy jets. How can this be the USA?
Can’t sleep when ill due to the jet noise. Is death the only solution?
Terrible terrible noise!!!!!!!!!

ANOTHER morning of hideous roaring and vibration. Deeply destructive,
horrible roaring, disturbs ALL ordinary sensation. STOP THE GROWLERS

There is incessant roaring with low, deep vibration. This is horrible, causes a
sensation like an ongoing electric shock throughout the body. The stress
from this is dreadful and cumulative. This is truly horrible.

The torture just keeps flying

There has been roaring from jets all morning. The noise and vibration
shatters the environment. The stress from being subjected to this noise and
vibration is extreme. The roaring is absolutely terrible.

Helicopter flying close to our house rattling our nerves and windows

Noise from jets today has been brutal. The roaring has been continuous
throughout the day. Feelings of anxiety and stress are caused by this
extremely unpleasant and disconcerting noise.
This morning's roaring is unbearable, it goes on and on and is inescapable. It
is physically painful, and psychologically unnerving, causing horrible stress
response. STOP THE JET NOISE
There’s no such thing as a quiet night anymore only the sounds of war jets
between our community and Oak Harbor 17 miles from here.

Stop already. Way too loud to be flying in heavily populated area like this.

78db Starting a little late this morning. I'm sure they'll make up for it.
83db Yep, here they come.
72db It's going to be a long day.
79db 2 jets.
74db
74db I can still feel the rumble.
83db Sounded like 2 jets.
God please make them stop

There was a time I could hear the surf and swell as it hit the beach quarter
of a mile from my house

Growlers tearing up the sky and our lives below. Give us a break

Loud enough to disrupt reading in my home.

Move this to remote location. Your just too loud to fly those jets here

I am working from home, and the constant loud noise and vibration to me
and my home are interferring w/ my concentration & ability to complete my
work. This has been going on for well over a week. My patience is frazzeled.
I am done!

Hey Navy. You are really making too much noise for those of us trying to
live here

2 hours since my last noise complaint. Constant noise from Whidby , will
continue for more hours. This is no way to live
Not able to stand this for much longer. Please stop
Really loud and annoying.
Please sir may I have another - noisy growler jet fly by
Exceedingly loud and obnoxious noise . Can hear it inside my home!

Making a lot of noise disrupting my life
Growlers making so much noise for such small planes. Bad design needs to
be fixed
"Constant noise. Take it to a remote location like the desert
Low overflights that just go on and on and on!
Stop this madness. Your just killing us with all that noise
Happy Valentines Day evening with an absolute pounding from acoustic
energy emissions from USN EA-18G aircraft. What a s***show!

Landing practice begins with high speed passes involving three or more
planes. Critical environmental disturbance and human welfare damage!
"Flight path SW to NE. Over house at altitude of approx. 300’.
est. 95dB"

76db I guess no nap today. I had to make a list so here goes.
75db Busy day today.
One after the other after the other.
Had to stop and take reading. ok. 67db.

Was less than 200ft above the residence. Was playing outside with kids, had
to cover their ears for hearing protection. Jet went slowly overhead making
noise so much worse. Unsat shipmates, go up higher to protect the ones we
serve.

85db. That's 35 over ambient. When does this become cruel and unusual
punishment.

Was dumping fuel as it passed overhead. Strong oder.

More of the same.

This noise has been ongoing for hours now, this has become invasive on a
night we have planned a Valentine’s dinner.

84db Really?

The noise is affecting my sleep
JETS IS JOBS"
"Please tell the evil US Navy war jets to leave our community it’s nothing
but roaring ear piercing t poison.
This is not a way of life in any true sense."
Jets sound like the are flying from west to east. This is not normal and
repeated. I feel like I am going to go crazy. There is no safe zone.

Rumble, rumble, rumble.

85db They must be racing each other. Im not amused.
74db Just trying to watch the news.
75db Rough day. And it's only Tuesday.
81db Can't hear the tv.
Low overflights, one after another, from NASW to the SE. Anticipating
another MISERABLE evening of Growler landing practice. Very distressing!

Really loud and disruptive to everyone's lives living here.

The windows are rattling again, as growlers fly low and right over the top of
our home. Noise levels are far beyond what the Navy notices say they
should be. Tonight they’re loud enough to injure anyone outside. I’m so sad
for the suffering wildlife.

74db They sound like they're trying to sneak out of town. They blow it
though going over the mountains.

Not having a good time while they are flying above our home- measuring
between 84.4 to 87 decibels inside our home. Ugh.

Engine run up is deafening to everyone here on Camano Island

79db Great morning.
78db It's ratcheting up.
79db Exactly when am I supposed to take my nap?

My dog and I waited to go for a walk until after the scheduled FCLP on
Tuesday afternoon. Than, a half miles from home, suddenly, a jet shows up
overhead and we had to run for shelter. My dog and I suffering from
acoustic shock trauma.

Just another day of ear splitting Jet noise. Today, Tuesday, February 15: Late
Afternoon is what the schedule reads, however they started shortly after
9am and have continued all day. It is now 6:15 pm. They're still flying at
OLF.

Making so much noise I can't think

Angry and frustrated... no help from elected officials and the Navy
continues to disregard the health and welfare of the people they serve.
What's next??

Stop the torture!!!

More noise from Whidbey . Constant and will go on for hour’s

Every damn day this week!!! Growlers tearing up the sky and the nerves of
those living here

Very hard to work this morning with the Growlers going directly overhead
at 100+ decibels. Causing physical and mental anguish. Please stop.

Really bad tonight. The growlers have been terrorizing us all week and it
just keep coming

Low overflights of multiple Growlers... You can't go outside to enjoy the
sunshine!

Can hear the OLF jets in Freeland, this is new.

God please stop the growlers. They are terrorizing the entire population
below

This has been disturbing our evening for hours. Stop!!!

So ridiculous!!!

"It could be an incredibly beautiful evening quiet full moon but instead I can
feel the inside of my body vibrating from these evil words yet 17 miles from
my community

The only reason I did not rate the pass the “loudest” is that I have my
earmuffs on inside my house. Terribly menacing!!

This certainly has no good ending"
Third day this week for the 3rd week in a row. Still flying and I heard the
first one at 9am and it is now almost 7pm
Stop stop stop the insane amount of noise hitting my house from the
growlers
Hiking today, beautiful and quiet until the jets fly and it takes it all away.
They are flying again. No Peace for the people that live here
When are they going to stop this
Carrier landing practice in full swing. Really making a lot of noise and
disrupting our lives. Take it to a remote spot or make these planes quieter
Growlers running up their engines on the ground. That sound really carries

The density altitude tonight is minus -1800 (minus one thousand eight
hundred feet) . The acoustic energy emissions from low-flying jets is
horrific!
So once again they have begun their series of flights overhead-beginning
about 1800. At this point the maximum level of decibels has registered at
85.5. No, we do not like this and find it more than annoying-very hard to
focus on any one thing.
I am trying to do CEUs and I can’t hear the training. This is a business sector.
Phone conversations, face to face conversations, interviews all stop with jet
fly overs. Hard enough to run a business.
The acoustic energy emissions from low-flying aircraft create unsafe
conditions for outdoor/indoor activities.
Cannot sleep as the jets keep flying out at OLF. We the citizens are to have
our peace completely destroyed ,, for what???

From just after 5 pm today continuing through this moment, we have been
absolutely tortured by low flying god damn Navy jets. I believe the citizens
of Afghanistan are experiencing more peace than we are.

Woke me up.

Another low flyby... so loud and awful it's indescribable.

Very loud over my house. Need to make those plane quieter

SICK AND TIRED of the NOISE. Please STOP!!!

70db Starting early today. Great.

May as well have landed on my street! SO damn loud!! GO AWAY
GROWLERS!!

76db Just made a list today so here goes.

Too loud! Too late! Stop flying

66db I sure hope these reports are helping.

Can't watch TV in my own living room. Have to read the captions because
of the hideous noise. I have to go to bed and try to get some sleep so I can
be up at 6:00am for work. The planes are barely above the tree line. Very
dangerous

70db This can't be legal.

OMG! I’m inside of my home and the jets are so loud. They really need to
bring those war machines into the muffler shop.

Just trying to do a little gardening. Remember to install the phone db
meter.

The distress these jets cause is worse than having an eighteen year old pull
up alongside you at a stoplight and they have their boom-boom mega bass
speakers going full volume. The difference is, I can't just drive away.

I guess I don't get any breaks today.

Extremely loud jet noise disrupting a beautiful evening. Trying to relax and
enjoy a little time outside but the f******* navy is ruining that. This has
been going on for days now

Still flying, can’t unwind at home after a long hard day.

82db Thursdays are usually quieter that this. Maybe some payback?

86db That was a payback run. Several jets. I don't think they like my
reports. Good.

And again.
83db Please make it stop.
71db It's just non stop today.
78db A complete nightmare.

Another beautiful Skagit valley day ruined by the 100+ decibel noise by
nearly constant flying directly over my 31 year family home by the navy. The
stress is shortening our lives.
Ongoing for some time
The growlers are flying all the time now. The drums of war are beating
loudly and our F******* navy is in full swing. These jets need to be moved
to a less populated area or better yet scrapped entirely! People and
growlers don’t mix well.

83db I do care about the environment but people can't live like this either.
85db Really? Oh, here they come again. Gotta go take a reading.
82db Come on guys and gals. Take a break will ya.
80db This is day two without my usual afternoon nap.
85db When I don't get my nap I get cranky.

80db I'm going to do everything I can to get rid of these. And when I set my
mind to something, it happens.
82db This is the US government terrorizing its own citizens.

Please have your party in the sky somewhere else and at a better time

81db That's 31 over ambient. I hope the airbnb customers next door are
enjoying their stay.

I was hoping for a peaceful night after a hard day, but the jets ruined that.
I’m way more stressed now than I was at work and am a wreck. Thank you
jets for continuously flying for hours and stressing me out.

80db Unbelievable.

Jets suck

81db During dinner. Would you pass the... What, I can't hear you?

3 hours seriously????! Find some other location to bother at night

82db I thought they were done. But sadly, no.

Stop flying over state parks and wrecking our environment!

86db Really 86db. There's got to be some kind of law against that. The FAA
says 75 I think. Not 86.

STOP FLYING OVER HOUSES AT NIGHT ITS CRUEL AND IRRESPONSIBLE

I am on a business trying and can not hear. I am loosing information that
won’t be repeated.

It’s past 10:30pm........ can’t you find a better time?
Dirty f****

In Stanwood and they are flying over. Anywhere you go they have taken
over. No safe space.

I hate you a********* f**** so much

Trying to have a peaceful - impossible with all this noise!

F* you

Three hours of jets rattling my house at night. Find another place.

This has been going on for at least 2 hours.

LEAVE US ALONE AT NIGHT

Literally could not hear the music playing inside my house at a medium
volume.

We’re not in a war zone so stop flying so low and shaking houses!

God dam n f******* ridiculous bull sht. F*** em

Stop murdering my ears

Constant flights right now, for well over three hours. Cannot enjoy music or
conversation inside my own house.

Why can I hear every. single. flight. even when wearing my nice soundless
headphones? There’s a problem with that. Fix it.

More than extremely loud

NO NIGHT FLIGHTS OVER HOUSES

More than extreme

Earphones on. Music blaring. And I can STILL hear the jets.

Extremely loud and disruptive growler flights overhead, multiple flights
throughout the evening.

Fly over water and leave us alone

This is a brutal auditory assault that has been non stop. House shaking loud.

around this time they decided to up the volume even more. they would
throttle down, then throttle up to a deafening roar as soon as they were
overhead, just to demonstrate how nasty and callous and uncaring they
were.

We are visiting Anacortes. We saw/heard jets this afternoon at Washington
park and this evening right over town in Anacortes. much louder than we
expected. And more frequent. Hoping it stops before bed because if not it
will surely keep us awake.

Extremely loud flights, loud enough to shake the house and make it hard to
hear anything other than the flights. Sounds like growlers but also could be
other craft

they decided to add variety by using helicopters today as well.

not a duplicate. another explosion with the same timestamp.

Couldn’t carry on a conversation during a meeting

This is the most evil, nastiest, trashiest country on the planet. waging war
just to do it. to keep busy.

Multiple low flying growler

Horrible peace wrecking racket greeting me after a stressful day working in
healthcare. Home should be a refuge, not sound like a war zone. Anacortes
6pm

Multiple low flying growler

9:30 pm and us navy warplanes are destroying the peace in Anacortesgoing on at least 5 hours. Impossible to sleep.

GROWLER OVERHEAD

4 hours after getting home from a stressful day of work and navy Warcraft
are still tearing up the skies over Anacortes. Forget sleep until this
cacophony ceases. 9pm
Hours after returning from a stressful day of work in healthcare- and it still
sounds like a war zone. Navy continues to batter and abuse our region and
people. There is no regard for our safety and health. Anacortes 7:40 pm
identical timestamps aren't reporting the same event twice. multiple
events, multiple planes, unending pain.
Continuous circular jet noise for at least 3 hours tonight with particularly
loud fly over noise around 9:30 pm

only a minute after the last one.

Multiple low flying growler

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

All afternoon commercial looking aircraft have been flying overhead! I feel
like I’m living at Seatac.
Jets roaring overhead, around and around
I cannot hear what my three year old son is trying to tell me over the noise.
Please stop terrorizing us.
This has been going on for several hours. Why can't they practice in the
desert?
Too damn early!
Low flyover over port Townsend no reason for it other than that the navy
sucks. I hope the pilots when they go home to wherever they’re from are

subjected to some form of noise or other factor that annoys the f*** out of
them.

SE Lopez, 18 FEB 2022, Fri: 12:02, 12:04, 12:13pm 85 - 92 decibels inside.
Huge ROARING - again! and Again and again!

Loud even with windows closed.
Severe load flights, repeated. Can’t be outside and it travels through the
entire house.
Growler flights destroying the peace.
Really loud nerve shattering flyby.
Another ear blasting flyby.
Another Growler making so much noise it impacts lives for those of us living
here.
81db
79db
72db
76db
73db

woke me up
Thx for ruining our town
Long lasting low rumble
Growlers making a lot of noise
Growlers shattering the night with their noise
Extremely loud jet activity. This is why Navy bases and dense populations
don’t mix. Whidby never should have been the base to house the growlers!
It doesn’t work to subject the people and animals of the Salish Sea to
unrelenting naval activity!
Home recovering from surgery- peace, sleep very much disturbed by a few
thunderous overflights by early afternoon. Thunder rumbling and deeply
shaking my Anacortes home. Such sounds were unknown in the Prowler
era. Navy lies to get its way.

75db

Deep shaking rumbling thunder from navy warplanes- diesutbed everything
I am trying to do. Shaking my house and bones. Anacortes 4:30 pm

82db

Low south end Lopez

86db Ouch.

More noise from the navy. Constant noise

75db

Very loud and continuous he noise. This is the fourth week in a row. Long
day and all I want to do is go to bed and I can’t because of the noise.

72db
Sporadic low overflights by Growlers this morning. Very disturbing.
Screaming afterburners
2 Growlers in close formation low over south Lopez. Why?

Constant flight, no rest at all. I have paid for training I can’t hear. My nerves
are raw because of the flights.
Damn it this needs to stop.

This is insane amount of noise coming from the growlers.

NOISE NOISE NOISE!!! Hours now, constant HELL.

So much noise from growlers. Just trying to live in my home and endure
this torture from above.

Seriously, what the heck??! Can’t you fly higher on night flights? Super low
to the ground and can’t hear a single thing. Not how I want to relax in the
evening

Stop the damn growler noise. Way too loud for residential area.
It is just too much. They have to fix those noisy planes or move them to
remote location
Really making a lot of noise for such a small aircraft. They should fix that so
the population below can live here with some level of peace
Growler landing drills underway. Very loud!
God this growler noise is intolerable
Stayed on Whidbey dozens of times over the years. Only once before, at a
rental in Oak Harbor, did I get disturbed. This is so bad we might leave our
rental several days early.

Too loud
Stop flying so low at night!! I can’t even hear my alarm it’s that loud and
scary
I can’t even listen to my tv…. Really?
Not happy that planes are routinely (for more than 15 minutes now) flying
low (around 100 meters high) directly above a campground. Not at all
acceptable— pick a better place
Military jet noise sucks
We are not an enemy— stop pretending we are by flying so low

Menacing

Not at night please and thank you

Menacing

9pm in Anacortes and the rumbling thunder- echoing for miles deeply
shaking the landscape, homes , people and wildlife. It is horrid and abusive
of those who live here. Navy lied through its teeth to have these aircraft
here.

They are flying tonight- not directly overhead but there is one pilot who
likes to buzz overhead. We do not like to have to compete with the jets and
try hard to slow down for our evening meal and head to bed. Thank you for
having this place to vent.

Low flight over South Lopez

Density Altitude: -1900 feet (minus one thousand nine hundred feet)

Stop! 2 a couple minutes apart. What is this ?

Blast radius is huge (much more intense than usual)"

#3. All I want to do is to be able to hear the TV. Is that too much to ask?

loud as hell, hope it stops so we can get some sleep tonight.
Jets flying over the house. Can't be outside due to shaking. They are
supposed to be flying until night which means we won't be able to watch TV
or listen to music.

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my night
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening

NAS Whidbey has aligned with the worldwide culture of lies where the
TRUTH MEANS NOTHING. We see here an absolute inversion of values,
where the human being represents nothing.
I work from home & was presenting via Zoom when the jets began flying
low over our home, disrupting my work. They started again later, flying for
2 hours with no break, shaking the house (and anyone inside!). Training is
important, but this hurts.
Windows closed. Have to turn up volume to hear movie. I am doing chemo
and have to deal with this
Why all this noise all day? We are NOT under attack! It seems that the
Ukraine situation is giving the Navy an excuse to waste hundreds of
thousands of our tax dollars on unnecessary "training" flights.
Get the damn noisy growlers out of here

And it begins AGAIN. Second consecutive day of landing practice on
Whidbey
Way too loud to fly growlers above people's homes
"Density Altitude: -1900’
Acoustic energy emissions are bone crushing."
Brutal
Actually 3 jets- one after another coming across Saratoga passage to fly over
Camano after training for 45 min in Coupville. They are not staying in the
training area.
They began flying overhead earlier today-and are now on their 5th set of
flights. Some are directly overhead and I captured a reading of 87.9 decibels
inside our home. Tiresome is an understatement! Thank you

Come on give us a break. You have been flying for hours bring pain to
everyone below.

Flight over town, Coupeville. HORRENDOUS NOISE!!!

Two growlers right over our house way out of their designated flight path.
Thanks oh so much!

6:45 PM Coupeville. Last several hours, flyover after flyover, disrupting the
quiet, shattering the peaceful calls of American Wigeon whistling overhead
in a dusky sky. Interrupting a walk with a friend, over and over again.
PLEASE STOP the NOISE!

Jets jets jets. They are so damn loud my head hurts. Get them out of here
to a remote location.

TOO MUCH NOISE!! Please STOP!!

Growlers right over the house way out of their area. Spreading the hell
from above

Constant noise from OLF, noise like you'd never believe possible. Horrible!

Stop this madness. You are flying above peoples homes

Growlers flying over the house on a bright sunny day. Have to hide inside
now. Can't listen to music or TV due to noise in house. Outside dangerously
painful.

How much more of this am I expected to take in my own home. Get the
growlers out of here
What a great day it was. Now the growlers are tearing up the sky and
everyone's eardrums for miles.
God how much more can we take from the noisy growlers

Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft

I’m so sick of jet noise ruining my weekend. Thanks yet again for another
failed weekend of rest
Jet noise suck

5th day this week of the fifth week in a row. If I could move I would but I
have a business established here and grandkids. Eventually that won’t hold
me back and I will sell it or close my business and move three families out of
WA.

Worst day in a while

Water boarding from the air. Damn Growler noise driving us all crazy.

Another day of relentless jet noise

Come on Growlers give us a break from the noise. All week now and
starting out at 8 am Friday morning in residential area is insane impact to
the people living here.

Literally the whole day so far of flights right above the campground.
Congratulations! You’ve officially run me out of my house for the day.

Flyovers x2

Can’t you like vary flight paths or something? You’ve been overdoing it here
lately

Flights are very disruptive

70+ db hard to hear conversation. School?

Loud, low rumbling and vibration

i wish nothing but death, destruction, and despair upon all members of the
u.s. military.

After "too brief" interruption in Growler noise that began at 8AM, the next
wave of landing practice, with multiple jets, has begun. Uninterrupted
noise!

nothing could be better for this planet than the wiping out of the u.s.
military.
Such a beautiful February evening, sunny and peaceful - wrecked by
multiple overflights of navy Warcraft. Shaking g my Anacortes home 5:15
pm
SE Lopez, 24 FEB 2022, Thur: 1:40pm 98.3 decibels outside.
"I wish I had all day to make comments
Day after day the War jets are jobs!

Beginning at the stroke of 8AM, multiple Growlers launched one after
another and have begun touch-n-go landing drills. There is NO break in the
roaring, ear shattering noise! It is just CONSTANT, UNINTERRUPTED
extreme noise!
A growler just flew less than 200 feet above our house, it was excruciating.
This is far below the 600 ft elevation they are prescribed for training. It feels
like punishment. Why are they flying off route and injuring the health of the
community?

Every day there seems to be less than less to live for

The jets flew for over five hours from 8:20 AM to past 1:30 PM. I submitted
a complaint to the Navy website with a video showing a meter reading of
108 decibels. That much noise for that long is unreasonably wearing on the
nerves and our health.

What kind of future are we offering our children"

Low rumble has been going on for 10 minutes now

indirectly destroys it own community

These jets have me so worked up I’m thinking of going into “Flyers”
restaurant just to start a fist fight.
Density altitude this morning was -2400 feet, acoustic energy emissions
were bone-crushing. Unsafe for anyone beneath the low-altitude flight
path.
Nonstop pummeling today. Navy acted in a authoritarian
Welcome to the US Navy’s illegal expansion of operations out of Ault and
OLF. Unbelievable
One pilot flying overhead while the others are bordering over our
property. It's registering 86.3 at the moment. My shoulders keep rising to
my ears with anticipation and the house shuddering! Enough already. Hate
being a captive in my own home.
Incessant punishing of all creatures, big and small, under the guise of “The
sound of freedom “.
Authoritarian manner of the Navy regarding the rule of law and how they
operate this training operation is unbelievable.
Who is being terrorized? American citizens in the center of the most
populous area of the PNW. Victims of the sound of freedom.

Several times this morning the house has shaken from the vibration from
growlers. This is a horrible sensation, a house shaking accompanied by
dreadful noise. This causes immense stress, all the more so when it goes on
hour after hour. Hideous noise.
I would rather lay down and try to sleep with a running vacuum cleaner
than listen to these jets pound on me all day.
Terrible noise and vibration from roaring jets. The noise ruins what would
otherwise be a beautiful day. Jets roaring are sounds of war, creating dread
and stress. It is unconscionable to allow this sort of noise. It affects all living
creatures.
Loud rumble and vibrating the windows and floor. Not pleasant..
SUNDAY afternoon peace despoiled by horrid deep thunder and shaking
from navy Warcraft. Anacortes. A place of no peace. Navy has zero
respect for civilian lives. They lied about “equivalence” of prowler to
growler. LIED to get their way.
Hideously loud Growler flying over my house. This is the first time in 10+
years E-18 flew over my house on SUNDAY. Why is it necessary to fly over
Lopez on a Sunday? My preference is for ZERO flights any day.
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day with extremely loud noise

It’s 8am why are they flying so early. They need to stop

83db Well, they're back with a vengeance.

Eight in the morning, jets flying over the house. A nice sunny winter day
ruined. Supposed to be flying all day. Were flying until after 8PM last night.
Oppressive.

75db

The jets have been relentless this morning flying for hours, one jet after
another, no more than twenty seconds apart. Included with the stress the
jets have been “Crop Dusting” me with burnt jet fuel the entire time they
are running.

80db I know what these things jam signals with. Noise. Simple. Just noise.

SE Lopez, 25 FEB 2022, Fri: 9am - 9:44am ROARING 70 - 79.4 decibels inside
. . . . . heading north to try to get out of the noise zone.

82db Noisy day.

72db

83db. A lovely lunchtime wrecker.
81db They must think if we can't see them we can't hear them.

70db One after the other now.
73db All of these jets are heading east. Why don't we station them
somewhere east of here?
76db Im so tired of this.
Sounds like the Growlers are making life miserable again.
These planes should not be flown regularly over people or environment you
aren't trying to assault, kill or torture
Episodic metallic screaming/roaring breaking up what would otherwise be a
lovely Monday morning in Anacortes. Horrid day to day war sounds here.
Navy has no business afflicting innocent Washingtonians to this routine
abuse.
Physical therapy disturbed (recovering from surgery) thunderous racket
shaking the office near downtown Anacortes on a Monday evening. Horrid
abuse of civilians who live here. Growlers are a plague on the landscape
and it’s people.
SE Lopez, 28 Feb 2022, Mon: 7:05am - 5:18pm - roughly 9 hours of steady
ROARING 75 - 84.5 decibels inside. Hideous day of trying to get away from
the noise. There's no where to go. The noise is all over the island.
Horrible roaring and vibration.
Every minute? Every two minutes? Go fly them to Ukraine, they could use
the help.
It's non-stop.
Roaring jets. Vibration is painful to inner ear. Very disturbing.
Home to Anacortes from a stressful day of work in healthcare to... :
searing, tearing, ripping sounds of modern warplanes shrieking about in the
skies. So awful. So stressful. So inappropriate for a civilian place of peace.

Earlier it was screaming extremely loud growlers, now 9:30 pm and every
few minutes another whining, droning P3 rattles my window and makes
falling asleep difficult.
5th day this week of the fifth week in a row jet flights. I would move but I
have an established business and grandkids. Soon that won’t be enough. I
will sell my business or close it and move 3 families out of WA. It’s just too
much.
8 am and the Growlers are running their engines up at AULT field and I can
hear them 22 miles away - like loud Thunder. Now they are taking off and
will ruin another day at my home as I retreat to wearing sound cancelling
headphones inside my house.

